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Figure S1 Visible absorption spectra of NO-bound ferric P450nor. The black line shows the 

spectrum of a crystal sample measured using the present spectrometer (the same spectrum as 

shown in Fig. 3, black), whereas the blue line the spectrum measured using the off-line 

microspectrometer installed previously at SPring-8 (Chiu et al., 2006). The spectrum of a 

solution sample measured using a commercially-available spectrometer (U-3000, Hitachi) is 

also shown in the red line. The spectra of the crystals and the solution were measured at 100 K 

and room temperature, respectively. The NO-bound form was prepared using NO gas for all the 

samples. The linear background subtraction and intensity scaling were performed to overlay the 

spectra for comparison. All the spectra exhibit the two peaks, characteristic of the NO-bound 

form, in common, but the peak positions are slightly different between the crystal and solution 

samples. 
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Table S1 Data statistics with and without the prism shadow1 

  shadow + shadow2 

Resolution (Å) 25.0-2.0 (25.0-10.0) 25.0-2.0 (25.0-10.0) 

Completeness (%) 100 (94.8) 100 (93.7) 

Redundancy 7.3 (6.2) 7.2 (4.3) 

1The diffraction images of 180 degrees rotation collected from an orthorhombic NO-bound P450nor 

crystal were used for the comparison. Values in parentheses are for "the low-resolution shells". X-ray 

diffraction data were collected at 100 K at SPring-8/BL26B2. All the diffraction data were integrated and 

scaled using the HKL2000 package (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997). 

2The diffraction spots in the blind region corresponding to the shadow area (Figure S2) were excluded 

from the integration using the masking tool of HKL2000.  
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Figure S2 X-ray diffraction image of NO-bound P450nor with the blind region corresponding 

to the shadow area of the prism and its support rod (red). The yellow circles are the predicted 

reflection positions.  
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